UK students to have direct contact with astronaut Tim Peake during Principia mission
Working with the UK Space Agency, ARISS (Amateur Radio on the International Space Station) is
giving a number of UK schools the opportunity to speak directly to Tim Peake, the first British ESA
astronaut, during his mission on board the International Space Station (ISS). This will enable live
interaction between pupils and Tim and is anticipated to be one of the highlights of the Principia
STEM outreach programme.
During his 6 month mission to the ISS, starting in December 2015, Tim will be undertaking a wide
range of science experiments, some of which have been designed by students from around the UK.
Additionally he has committed to take part in a large range of educational outreach activities with
schools and colleges around the country.
Jeremy Curtis, Head of Education at the UK Space Agency, said:
“Both Tim’s space mission and amateur radio have the power to inspire young people and
encourage them into STEM subjects. By bringing them together we can boost their reach and give
young people around the UK the chance to be involved in a space mission and a hands-on project
that will teach them new skills.”
The pre-arranged schools contacts will take place between January and April 2016 and students will
be able to put a number of questions directly to Tim using amateur radio VHF and UHF radio
equipment specially installed at the school for the occasion.
For Tim Peake’s mission, the ARISS team of licensed UK
Radio Amateurs is planning a world first by also receiving
live video from the ISS during the contact. Using the HamTV
transmitter, which has recently been commissioned on
board the ISS, Tim will be the first astronaut to use this
equipment during a two way schools contact.
As well as building a vehicle based receive system, which
will be installed at the school on the day of the contact, the
team recently visited Goonhilly Earth Station in Cornwall to
commission a dish to receive the 2.4 GHz HamTV
transmissions from the ISS.
The 3.8 metre dish owned by Satellite Applications Catapult is being loaned to the project to track
the ISS and will ensure real time video will be available during the schools’ contacts scheduled for
early next year. The dish is almost in the shadow of the 29 metre dish “Arthur” built in 1962 to
receive the first transatlantic television signals from the Telstar-1 spacecraft.

During the contact at the schools the ARISS team
will be providing information displays on the ISS
position and have webcams showing both the local
and Goonhilly dishes as they track the ISS.
The hosting schools will be organising presentations
and displays before and after the contact and the
ARISS team will be providing a live web cast of all
the day’s events including the actual contact with
Tim Peake.
The live event webcast will be hosted by the British Amateur Television Club (BATC) on their web
streaming service at https://principia.ariss.org/live/
The ARISS programme is designed to maximise the impact of the Principia Mission outreach
activities. It will directly engage students with media and communication technologies with the goal
of inspiring them to pursue careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths.
Notes:
Amateur Radio on the International Space Station (ARISS) is a programme that lets students
experience the excitement of Amateur Radio by talking directly with crew members of the
International Space Station. The goal is to inspire them to pursue interests in careers in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths and to engage them with radio science technology through
amateur radio.
ARISS is an international organisation partnered with National Space Agencies, National Amateur
Radio societies, and National Amateur Radio satellite organizations (AMSAT). The ARISS Principia
mission events are staffed entirely by volunteers supported by a grant from the UK Space Agency.
Amateur radio is a popular technical hobby and volunteer public service that uses designated radio
frequencies for the non-commercial exchange of messages, wireless experimentation, self-training,
and emergency communications. Amateur Radio is the only technical hobby to be defined by U.N.
Treaties.
Amateur radio was first used on the Space Shuttle in 1983 and members of AMSAT develop, build
and launch satellites to enable amateur satellite experimentation.
Tim Peake will be the first British ESA astronaut to live and work on the ISS. His mission, named
Principia after Newton’s world-changing three-part text on physics, Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia
Mathematica, is scheduled to begin on 15 December 2015.
Tim was selected for training in 2009 and chosen for his mission in May 2013, following the
government’s increased investment in the European Space Agency and first time investment in the
ISS programme. Whilst on-board the ISS he will be using the unique environment of space to run
experiments as well as trying out new technologies for future human exploration missions.

ARISS contact information:
The ARISS Principia mission website: https://principia.ariss.org/
Ciaran Morgan – 07702243468 – email ciaran@it-sparkles.co.uk
Noel Matthews – 07881914287 – email noelmkmatthews@gmail.com
Graham Shirville – 07713282292 - email: graham@shirville.com

UK Space Agency contact information:
Julia Short, Press Officer UK Space Agency
Mobile: +44 (0)7770 276721 Email: julia.short@ukspaceagency.bis.gsi.gov.uk
The UK Space Agency is at the heart of UK efforts to explore and benefit from space. It is responsible
for all strategic decisions on the UK civil space programme and provides a clear, single voice for UK
space ambitions.
The Agency is responsible for ensuring that the UK retains and grows a strategic capability in the
space-based systems, technologies, science and applications. It leads the UK’s civil space programme
in order to win sustainable economic growth, secure new scientific knowledge and provide benefits
to all citizens.

Links for further information:
The UK Space Agency Principia Website: https://principia.org.uk/
Goonhilly Earth Station: http://www.goonhilly.org/
Satellite Applications Catapult: https://sa.catapult.org.uk/
Radio Society of Great Britain: http://rsgb.org/
AMSAT-UK: http://amsat-uk.org/
British Amateur Television Club: http://www.batc.org.uk

